The study of associative recognition is concerned with mechanisms underlying the recognition of the associations between two items. Studies for investigating associative recognition of word pairs typically involve test sets consisting of three different types of word pairs: (a) intact pairs, (b) rearranged pairs, and (c) lure pairs. Assume that in an initial learning phase the pairs -and -had been studied (letters stand for words). In the testing phase, three types of pairs can be presented: (a) -and -are , (b) -and -are (with the order of items preserved) resulting from recombining words from different study pairs; (c) -are consisting of entirely new words. Participants provide recognition judgments on a 6-point confidence scale (1 = to 6 = ).
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A variety of experimental and statistical methods have been used to unveil the nature of the processes involved in associative recognition: for example, the analysis of forgetting curves ( ), the study of the time course of associative recognition ( ), the investigation of the effects of speeded recognition and priming ( ; ), as well as the analysis of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves ( ; ; ). These studies provide evidence that several processes contribute to associative recognition. Specifically, it has been assumed that associative recognition is based on two different processes that work independently: (a) a process of conscious recollection that is conceived of as an all-or-none process and that consists of the retrieval of qualitative aspects about the specific study events and (b) an assessment of the familiarity of the presented test pair. Recently, Kelley and Wixted proposed a mixture distribution model, the some-or-none (SON) model. According to this model, associative recognition is based on a process of familiarity assessment of the probed pairs that is conceptualized as a signal detection process, with the familiarity of a pair being determined by the contribution of two independent continuous sources: (a) the familiarity of the single items making up the pair and (b) information concerning the association between items. The SON model contains the additional assumption that associative information is available for a fraction of pairs only, hence the name "some-or-none. " If associative information is available for a test pair, a combined familiarity value is computed; otherwise, the familiarity of a pair is based solely on the familiarity of the individual items. In the present modeling approach I compare several models by fitting them to existing experimental data. My objective is to determine the relevant component processes involved in associative recognition and their contribution to participants' performance. This approach differs from previous attempts to model associative recognition by Kelley and Wixted, Rotello et al. , and in the following three respects: First, the models of the present study are more complete than those tested previously. For example, Kelley and Wixted fit a high-threshold model and an unequal variance signal detection model to their data. In some cases, none of the models fit the data. The authors concluded that in these cases a model combining the principles of both models might be adequate. The two-high-threshold signal detection (HTSDT) model of the present study combines the assumptions of both of these models within a single model, thus providing a direct test of the claim of Kelley and Wixted. Second, in the present study, models are fit to complete sets of data. Previous approaches fit models to parts of the data only. As discussed in the section of Modeling the Data of , the previous approaches violate certain assumptions inherent in the models used. Third, quantitative models, predicting exact distributions of responses, were fit in the present study, and test statistics for evaluating models were computed. In some of the previous studies, qualitative patterns of results were presented only. However, models yielding seemingly excellent qualitative fits of the data may turn out to be incapable of providing an acceptable quantitative fit (see, e. g. , ;
). By virtue of these features, the present modeling approach is different from methods used in previous studies. It is aimed at providing a clearer picture of the main principles underlying associate recognition. Kelley Kelley and Wixted (2001) Erdfelder & Buchner, Macho, 2002 In the present modeling context, the identification of principles is subject to the logic of model-dependent measurement. In this logic, different models stipulate different component processes, and the values of the parameters represent quantitative characteristics of the subprocesses to be measured, given the assumption of the validity of the model. Because of their theoretical nature, component processes as well as their characteristics and relationships, respectively, can be measured only with respect to a particular model. Furthermore, the decision about the correctness of underlying principles and component processes, respectively, is based on how well the respective models are able to explain the empirical results. The explanation of data by a model requires more than a good fit according to a measure of discrepancy, as the likelihood ratio statistic , because if model parameters do not address what the substantive argument of the model says they should, the model has no psychological G 2 Kelley use even if it cannot be rejected on statistical grounds (In , I discuss in detail various criteria for evaluating models). Note that this way of measuring and testing component processes is but one example of the principle of theory-dependent measurement (see, e. g. , ), and it is consistent with the logic behind most studies that use cognitive models to understand psychological processes.
Modeling Approach

Criteria for Evaluating Models
Popper, 1961
The article is structured as follows: First, I provide a description of the two basic models and the criteria for testing them; second, I present the results of fitting various models to two different sets of ROC data (Experiments 1-3 of , and Experiments 1-3 of ); and, third, I discuss the implications of the results with regard to the principles underlying associative recognition. Kelley & Wixted, 2001 Yonelinas, 1997
Specification of the Models
In this section, two statistical models for predicting probability distributions over the six response categories for the different types of test pairs are presented. An additional model is presented later in discussing the modeling results of the first study. To simplify the presentation, model predictions for intact and rearranged pairs are specified only. The extension of models for predicting distributions of response categories for lure pairs is straightforward.
Two-High-Threshold Signal Detection (HTSDT) Model
Formal specification of the model.
The main components of the HTSDT model are shown in The first one consists of the conscious recollection of pairs. It is conceived of as an all-or-none process (i. e. , a pair is either recollected or not). Equivalently, this process may be considered as a highthreshold signal detection process: There exist two high thresholds with an item being identified only if the memory signal of a test pair passes the relevant threshold (see, e. g. , , ; ). Conscious recollection occurs for an expected proportion, R , of intact pairs and for an expected proportion, R , of rearranged pairs. In the first case, the process of recollection is named a process because the recall results in correctly accepting a pair as old. In the second case, the process is called . In this process rearranged pairs are rejected as having appeared on the basis of specific recollections. The process consists of using one word (or both words) of a test pair as a retrieval cue for recalling the second component of the pair (or of both pairs) presented in the study phase. Macmillan & Creelman, 1990 1991 Snodgrass & Corvin, 1988 O N
recall-to-accept recall-to-reject
The second process, the assessment of familiarity, is conceived of as a Gaussian signal detection process: Intact and rearranged pairs are mapped probabilistically into a familiarity space (or decision space). This mapping is represented by two equal-variance Gaussian distributions, with the mean of the rearranged pair distribution d' units below that of the intact pairs. The assumption of recollection and familiarity assessment as two processes working independently in recognition memory is due to , p. 257). In this respect, the present model differs from the conditional search model of . The latter model assumes that a memory search is initiated only after the assessment of familiarity had not led to a clear decision. The HTSDT model may be conceived of as a modification of single-highthreshold detection model that was used for explaining results of experiments using process dissociation procedure. Specifically, the purpose of the model was to explain the findings of that, assuming a Gaussian signal detection process, the variance of the distribution of old items is about 1. 25 the variance of new ones. The present adaptation of the model for explaining associative recognition consisted in the inclusion of a second high-threshold process (recall-to-reject). Jacoby's (1991) Ratcliff, Sheu, and Gronlund (1992) Table 1 shows the model equations of the HTSDT model for specifying the probability of the response categories for intact and rearranged pairs.
The model parameters are described in and include (a) R and R , the probability parameters of the recollection component, and (b) the decision criteria, c , c , ..., c , as well as the distance d' between the two distributions of the signal detection component. Because of the present parameterization of the signal detection component, the familiarity distribution of the rearranged pairs is centered at 0, whereas the one for intact pairs is located at Nested models and the measurement of process components.
The HTSDT model contains two important nested models: (a) a pure two-high-threshold (HT-1R) model that assumes no contribution of associative information to the familiarity of the pairs. This model results from the HTSDT model by setting d' = 0. (b) A pure Gaussian signal detection model, assuming equal variance of the two familiarity distributions, results by setting the probabilities of the occurrence of a recall-to accept and recall-to-reject process to zero: R = R = 0. Thus, given that the HTSDT model provides an adequate description of the data, a comparison with the restricted versions allows one to estimate the relative contribution of familiarity assessment and conscious recollection to recognition performance. Concerning conscious recollection, the model enables, in addition, the estimation of the separate contribution of the recall-to-accept and the recall-to-reject process.
O N
The Some-or-None (SON) Model
The SON model of incorporates three basic assumptions: (a) Information that is due to single words, making up a test pair, as well as associative information may be conceived of as continuous random variables that contribute independently to the familiarity of the test pair; (b) because of retrieval failures, associative information is available for a fraction of the test pairs only; and (c) in case of associative information being available, the familiarity values that are due to associative and item information are added together for intact pairs and subtracted for rearranged pairs. If associative information is not available, the familiarity of the test pair is determined by the familiarity of the single items only. Formally, the probability model incorporating these assumption represents a probabilistic mixture of three normal distributions (cf. Table 2 ).
The parameters R and R denote the probabilities that associative information contributes to familiarity in case of intact and rearranged pairs, respectively. In O N , the normal density curve located in the middle represents the familiarity distribution that is due to item information only (i. e. , in case of no associative information being available). It is identical for intact and rearranged pairs. The distribution representing the combined familiarity that is due to item and associative information (i. e. , Item + Association [familiarity] distribution) is located to the right of the familiarity distribution, representing item information only (i. e. , item-only [familiarity] distribution), for intact pairs, whereas for rearranged pairs the Item + Association distribution is located to the left of the item-only distribution. The variance of the distributions representing the combined familiarity is higher than that of the item-only distribution. This results from the assumption that associative and item information constitute independent sources of familiarity together with the fact that the variance of both the sum and the difference of two independent random variables is the sum of their variances. Analogous to the usage of the HTSDT by , proposed a mixture distribution model for explaining different variances of the familiarity distributions for old and new items. Recently, applied this model to source monitoring data. for intact pairs and at -d' for rearranged pairs, respectively. According to the conception of , the parameter ? , representing the variance of the Item + Association distribution, should be strictly greater than 1. To test this assumption, in the present study, ?
was either treated as a free parameter that could assume any positive value or it was equated to the standard deviation of the item-only distribution: ? = ? = 1. 0. Responses to lures are modeled within the SON model in exactly the same way as described above for the HTSDT model: A distribution representing the familiarity of lures has to be added. Only one additional distribution is needed because no associative information is available for lures.
Nested models and the measurement of process components.
Similar to the HTSDT model, the SON model contains two important nested models: (a) the pure highthreshold model (HT-1R) is nested in SON in an asymptotic sense because as d' becomes large, the Gaussian terms on the left-hand side of the equations in all approach 1. In practice, d' = 10 gives results essentially indistinguishable from HT-1R. (b) The Gaussian unequal variance signal detection (SDT) model results by setting R = 1 and R = 0. In this case, the item-only distribution represents the distribution of rearranged pairs, whereas the Item + Association distribution for intact pairs represents the familiarity distribution of intact pairs. ass Table 2 ass O N
The SON model enables one to measure the contribution of associative information in associative recognition. Therefore, experimental manipulations affecting the impact of associative information on recognition performance, such as, for example, manipulations of the strength of pairs, should be reflected by variations of R , R , and d' .
O N ass
Criteria for Evaluating Models
listed four criteria for evaluating and comparing models (see also Jacobs and Grainger (1994) Myung & Pitt,
, Chapter 6, for a comprehensible derivation of Akaike's information criterion, and , for a treatment of the Bayesian information criterion). The two measures take into account the number of parameters only. They do not consider the complexity that is due to the models' functional forms, however. Recently, a number of studies have shown, that the functional form is an important aspect of model complexity and the model's ability to fit random error in the data (see, e. g. , ; ; ; ). As a consequence, alternative methods of model evaluation have been developed using a Bayesian approach ( ), an information theoretic framework ( ), cross-validation ( ; ), as well as a differential geometric approach ( ). These methods are computationally more complex than the computation of and . The choice of the simpler measures may be justified by the fairly large sample sizes the experimental data were composed of together with the fact that the advantage of the more complex measures decreases with sample size. For example, in a simulation study of , and performed equally well as more complex measures on the basis of cross-validation or Bayesian model selection, with a sample size of = 100. (Further work may be needed to study the relationship among measures; however, under suitable assumptions, is an asymptotic measure of the Bayesian model selection adopted by . )
): (a) Descriptive adequacy refers to the models' capability to fit the data, (b) explanatory adequacy concerns the plausibility of assumptions underlying the model, (c) generality refers to models' capacity to fit a great range of different sets of data, and (d) complexity may be characterized by the ability of the model to fit random error in the data.
1997
The present approach takes into account each of these criteria: First, descriptive adequacy of the models was evaluated by means of the likelihood ratio statistic . As a general criterion for rejecting models, <. 01 was adopted. Second, explanatory adequacy was assessed by examining the plausibility of estimated parameters. This examination focused on the absolute values of estimated parameters, the relations among different parameters, and variations of parameter values that are due to experimental manipulations. For example, in regards to the plausibility of absolute values of parameters, according to the SON model the variance of the Item + Association familiarity distribution should be strictly greater than that of the item-only distribution. An example of a plausible relation of the values of parameters across experimental conditions is given by the inequality µ > µ ; in other words, the familiarity of strong pairs should be higher than that for weak pairs, in a stochastic sense. Third, to judge the generality of models, the data of six experiments from two different studies were modeled. These studies were selected because they provide ROC data with six response categories. Fourth, the complexity of the models was taken into account by using information criterion ( ):
where log denotes the value of the logarithmic likelihood function, refers to the number of free parameters of the model, and log symbolizes the natural logarithm. As a second criterion, the Bayesian information criterion ( ) was used:
where is the number of independent and identically distributed observations in the data. In the present case, was equal to the sample size (see Next, I review two studies on associative recognition, and I discuss the results of the modeling approach. In each case, the main objectives, the methods, and the results of the study, as well as the principal conclusions that were drawn from the experimental results, are presented first. This is followed by a description of the modeling strategy. Last, the modeling results are presented and discussed. Of the two studies, the data set of is the more complex one as well as the one that gave rise to the development of the SON model. Therefore, this study is considered first.
Kelly and Wixted (2001)
Modeling the Data of Kelley and Wixted (2001)
Description of the Experiments
The main objective of the four experiments conducted by consisted in testing the effects of strength manipulations on associative recognition. The strength of pairs (and single items) was manipulated by means of repeated presentation: Strong pairs were presented six times, whereas weak items were presented only once. The main difference between Experiment 1, on the one hand, and Experiments 2 and 3, on the other hand, consisted in the fact that in the first Experiment no lure pairs were used. In Experiment 4 individual ROC data were analyzed (instead of the pooled data from all participants as in Experiments 1-3). The data were evaluated by fitting the unequal variance SDT and the HT-1R model to the ROC data. In addition, the authors tested whether artificial data generated by the SON model exhibited the same pattern of results as experimental data. The models were fit to the separate ROC curves that resulted from combining responses to intact pairs versus rearranged pairs, responses to intact versus lure pairs, and responses to rearranged versus lure pairs. Data for strong and weak pairs were evaluated separately. Kelley and Wixted (2001) With respect to associative recognition, the experiments revealed three main findings: (a) The strength manipulation affected hit rates but had no impact on the rate of false alarms. (b) The strength manipulation induced a significant alteration of the ROC curves: For weak pairs, the ROC curves were almost linear and the HT-1R model provided an adequate fit of the data, at least in some cases. The ROC data for strong pairs, on the other hand, were highly curvilinear, and the SDT model provided good fits. However, in some cases predictions of both models deviated significantly from the observed data. (c) Fitting the models to the artificial data, generated by the SON model, led to the same pattern of simulation results as observed for the experimental data. On the basis of these findings, the authors concluded that the SON model may be the most adequate model for explaining the experimental results.
Modeling Approach
The method of evaluation, adopted by , was incomplete in the sense that the models were fit to the separate ROC data resulting from combining responses to intact versus rearranged pairs, to intact versus lure pairs, and to rearranged versus lure pairs. In addition, data for strong and weak items were evaluated separately. This method of analysis does not take into account the following two , representing the locations of the distributions of weak intact, strong rearranged, and strong intact pairs, respectively, relative to the distribution for weak rearranged pairs that was the standard normal distribution; and (c) the scale parameter ?
, representing the standard deviation of the distributions for strong intact and rearranged pairs. For modeling the data of Experiments 2 and 3, the lure distribution was the standard normal distribution. Thus, the location and scale parameters represent location and scale with respect to the lure distribution. Two additional parameters were included into the HTSDT model for modeling Experiments 2 and 3: (a) d' , representing the difference between the distribution for weak rearranged pairs and the lure distribution, and (b) ? , representing the standard deviation of the distributions for weak intact and rearranged pairs. Different variants of the basic models that result from fixing certain parameters are described in the section. Table 3 shows the fit statistics of different models for modeling the whole set of data from the three experiments.
Results
Two-high-threshold signal detection model.
The model version HTSDT (R = R = R = 0) that assumes the absence of conscious recognition for strong pairs as well as the absence of a recall-to-reject process for strong and weak pairs fit the data of each of the three experiments. This confirms the suspicion of that the data show no evidence of a process of conscious recollection in case of strong pairs. It also confirms their claim that systematic deviations from both the HT-1R and the SDT model may be explained by the integrated model including both processing components. Figure 3 shows the familiarity distributions of the four types of pairs as well as the location of the decision criteria for the data of Experiment 1.
One reasonable explanation of this result is that associative information reduces the familiarity of rearranged pairs, as implemented in the SON model. This interpretation is based on the following line of reasoning: In Experiment 3, showed that repeated presentation of pairs increases the familiarity of the two items making up the pair. Consequently, without taking into account associative information, the familiarity of strong rearranged pairs should be higher than that of weak pairs. The observed lower familiarity for strong rearranged pairs compared to weak rearranged pairs in Experiment 1, and the identical familiarity for strong and weak rearranged pairs in Experiments 2 and 3, can only be due to associative information leading to a higher reduction of the familiarity for strong rearranged pairs. also suggests that the displacement that is due to associative information is identical for strong and Figure 4 weak weak strong strong weak weak pairs. The good fits of the model version SON (?
) confirm the hypothesis for each of the three experiments (note that this version incorporates the [additional] restriction of equal displacement of the Item + Association distributions for strong and weak pairs). However, the probability of the contribution of associative information to familiarity was higher for the strong pairs than for the weak ones. According to these findings, repeated presentation of pairs results in a higher probability of associative information contributing to the familiarity of a pair. The degree of this contribution is independent of the strength of the pairs, however. 
Discussion
The results demonstrate that, using a single set of decision criteria only, both models were able to fit the complete data sets consisting of all presented types of pairs.
The results reveal possible problems of both models, however. Concerning the HTSDT model, two aspects of the present results are problematic: (a) the absence of conscious recollection for strong items and (b) a lower familiarity for strong rearranged pairs than for weak ones. The absence of a recall-to-accept process for strong pairs (but not for weak ones) is problematic because repeated presentation of pairs should lead to an increase of the rate of recollection rather than a decrease. One might argue that the reduced rates of recollection were due to a higher use of familiarity information for strong pairs, possibly because of its greater use for these types of items. However, recent results of indicated that the rate of recollection does not depend on the use of familiarity information. Apparently, HTSDT emulated a mechanism, not implemented in the model, that produced the differences between strong and weak pairs by means of an implausible set of parameters.
Quamme, Frederick, Kroll, Yonelinas, and Dobbins (2002) The second problematic aspect of the HTSDT model concerns the lower familiarity for strong than for weak rearranged pairs in Experiment 1 and the equal familiarity for both types of pairs in Experiments 2 and 3, respectively. This result can be explained by assuming a negative contribution of associative information to the familiarity of rearranged pairs. As with the first problematic aspect, the HTSDT model is able to emulate this mechanism by means of a specific configuration of parameters-in the present case, by the relative location of the familiarity distributions for weak and strong rearranged pairs. To summarize, the HTSDT model is able to provide adequate fits of the data; however, it does so at the cost of some implausible constellations of parameters that do not reflect the experimental manipulations.
With respect to the SON model, the following two problematic results were obtained: (a) The variance of the Item + Association distribution tended to be smaller than that of the item-only distribution. This result is in clear opposition to a central assumption of the SON model as conceptualized by that, because of item and associative information constituting independent additive sources of familiarity, the variance of the Item + Association distribution should be greater than that of the item-only distribution. (b) Strength manipulations affected the probabilities of the contribution of associative information to overall familiarity but had no effect on the degree of displacement of the Item + Association distribution. This raises the question as to why the impact of item information on familiarity varies with repeated presentation whereas associative information does not. According to the conception of Kelley and Wixted, item and associative information should be conceived of as continuous sources that contribute independently to overall familiarity, with one source being available only for a fraction of items. With this conception, it is unclear why the impact of one source on overall familiarity varied with the strength of the pairs whereas the other one did not.
Kelley and Wixted (2001)
The present results suggest a somewhat different function of associative information in associative recognition than the one proposed by : If available, associative information contributes to the familiarity of the pairs by increasing or decreasing it by a fixed amount. According to this conception, associative information is not simply another continuous source of familiarity, as it is the case with item information. Instead, it may be conceived of as a present-versus-absent variable with a constant influence on the familiarity of a pair. This line of reasoning suggests that the SON model may be conceived of as a two-high-threshold model, with responses being distributed over more than one response category in case of associative information being available. As already noted, a two-high-threshold model that assumes Kelley and Wixted (2001) that, in case of conscious recollection, the most extreme response category is selected only may be conceived of as a nested version of the SON model. For example, the Item + Association distribution for weak rearranged pairs, located on the extreme left of , allows for practically no responses other than those from the most extreme category (R = 1).
makes also clear that the tendency to select response categories other then the most extreme ones is higher for strong pairs than for weak ones. This explains why the fit of the two-high-threshold model by , , p. 707) was worse for strong pairs. Table 2 Recently, has argued that high-threshold models might produce typical (curvilinear) ROC curves by choosing adequate response functions (see also ). Thus, a two-highthreshold model that assumes that responses are distributed over several response categories might be able to fit the curvilinear ROC curves observed by Kelley and Wixted for strong pairs.
Malmberg (2002)
Erdfelder & Buchner, 1998
Figure 5 -The structure of the two-high-threshold model. Figure 5 depicts a two-high-threshold model (HT-3R) that assumes that, in case of conscious recollection, one of the three most extreme response categories may be selected with probabilities j (most extreme), j (second most extreme), and j (j + j + j = 1). In addition, the HT-3R model incorporates the following assumption of symmetry: In case of associative information being available, the probability j of selecting Response Category 6 for intact pairs equals the probability of choosing Category 1 for rearranged pairs and similarly for the other categories (a similar assumption of symmetry has proved to be tenable for the high-threshold model of 1 , for modeling the data of ). In addition to the HT-3R model, the nested HT-2R model, assuming the selection of the two most extremes categories only, was used for modeling the data. Erdfelder & Buchner, 1998 Yonelinas, 1994
The results in indicate that the HT-3R model is comparably successful in fitting the data as the SON model, thus confirming the claim that the SON model behaves like a two-high-threshold model with a specific distribution of responses. The results in also indicate that the HT-2R is less successful in fitting the data. Table 3   Table 3   Table 4 contains the fit statistics of the HT-3R and HT-R2 separately for the strong and weak pairs.
These results indicate that the tendency to spread responses over three instead of two response categories is higher in case of strong pairs. This is in accordance with the SON model in : Because of the higher variance of the Item + Association distribution, a higher portion of Response Categories 4 and 5 are covered by Item + Association distributions for strong pairs than by those for weak pairs. Why is the tendency to distribute responses over different categories more pronounced in case of strong pairs? The discussion of this issue is deferred to the General Discussion section where I draw conclusions about mechanisms underlying associative recognition. Figure 4 
Modeling the Data of Yonelinas (1997)
Description of the Experiments
The main objective of the study of was to demonstrate that associative recognition is based on conscious recollection (i. e. , a recall-to-accept, and, to a lower degree, a recall-to-reject process). The familiarity for intact and rearranged pairs is assumed to be identical because both types of pairs are made up of study words. Consequently, according to , familiarity plays no role in associative recognition. The major difference between the three experiments of the study was that in Experiment 1 each
Yonelinas (1997)
Consequently, there should be no evidence of a recall-to-reject process in the first experiment, whereas the data of Experiments 2 and 3 may reveal its existence. In all three experiments, only intact and rearranged pairs were presented (together with single items). No lure pairs were used.
As method of evaluation, performed trend analyses of the ROC data: Linear ROC curves indicated the absence of the process of familiarity assessment. Vertical displacement of the ROC curves upward provided evidence of a recall-to-accept process, whereas horizontal displacement to the left indicated the presence of a recall-to-reject process.
Yonelinas (1997) Figure 6 -ROC data of Experiments 1-3 of Figure 6 depicts the ROC data of the three experiments together with the linear regression lines.
The ROC data of all three experiments exhibited a strong linear trend, with the data of Experiment 2 also containing a slightly nonlinear component. In addition, the horizontal displacement of the ROC curves in Experiment 2 and 3 indicated a recall-to-reject process.
On the basis of the trend analyses, drew the following conclusions: (a) The absence of nonlinear components in the ROC curves of Experiments 1 and 3 indicates that associative recognition is based on conscious recollection only Yonelinas (1997) and is not due to differential familiarity for intact and rearranged pairs; (b) the significant deviation of the ROC data of Experiment 2 from the linear trend indicates the presence of a signal detection process that is based on differential familiarity for intact and rearranged pairs, in addition to the process of recollection; and (c) a process of recall-to-reject occurs rarely.
Modeling Approach
Because no lure pairs were used in study, the models and parameters as described above in and and shown in , , and could be used. However, to keep the number of models and model comparisons small, the following modeling strategy was adopted. With respect to the high-threshold signal detection model, the version incorporating the parameter restriction R = 0 was fit as the basic version. In the following, this model is called HTSDT (R = 0). This choice of the basic model takes into account Yonelinas's claim that a recall-to-reject process is rare. If the model did not fit, the restriction R = 0 was relaxed, resulting in the model HTSDT. The fitting model was compared with the respective highthreshold model, assuming the selection of the most extreme category in case of conscious recollection, HT-1R (R = 0) and HT-1R, respectively, depending on which of the dual process models fit the data. This enables a one-degree-of-freedom test of the hypothesis of equal familiarity of intact and rearranged pairs (i. e. , d' 0). In addition to the HT-1R model, two other high-threshold models, HT-3R and HT-2R, were fit together with nested versions assuming R = 0.
Yonelinas's (1997) Tables 1  2  Figures 1 
Results
The model fits are shown in Table 5 . 
HTSDT.
Concerning the HTSDT model, the following pattern of results was found: The version HTSDT (R = 0), assuming that no recall-to-reject process takes place, fits the data of Experiments 1 and 2 but not those of Experiment 3. Thus, only the data of Experiment 3 provide evidence for the presence of a recall-to-reject process. These results confirm the claim of that a recall-to-reject process occurs in rare cases only. 
Discussion
The main implications of the modeling results are threefold: First, the results of the HTSDT model lead to a different conclusion concerning the relative importance of conscious recollection and familiarity assessment than the one drawn by . It is not the case that associative recognition is based solely on a process of conscious recollection (accompanied by the choice of the most extreme response category in Yonelinas (1997) case of recollection), at least for those pairs with items being associated unambiguously (Experiments 2 and 3).
The second implication relates to the excellent fits of the SON model, as well as of the pure high-threshold models allowing for several response categories. This confirms the suspicion that these two classes of models are able to emulate each others' performance for a great variety of data. This impression is further strengthened by the fact that both models agree concerning the relevance of a recall-to-reject process for Experiment 2. In this respect, the two models reflect the experimental manipulations more closely than the HTSDT.
Third, the fact that the SON model, with the restriction ? = ? = 1 provided a better fit of the data than the unrestricted model, casts further doubt on the assumption of that item and associative information constitute independent additive sources of the familiarity of pairs. 
General Discussion
The objective of the present modeling study was twofold: (a) to identify the relevant principles underlying associative recognition and (b) to test hypotheses about the presence or absence of specific processes proposed by the authors of the two studies ( ; ). In the following discussion, the implication of the results with respect to the evaluation of models and the underlying principles are considered. This is followed by the discussion of discrepancies between conclusions that are based on the present results and conclusions drawn by the authors of the studies. Kelley & Wixted, 2001 Yonelinas, 1997
Evaluation of Models and Principles Underlying Associative Recognition
In the section, four criteria were proposed for evaluating models: descriptive adequacy, explanatory adequacy, generality, and complexity. The modeling results indicate that on the basis of the two studies, it is not possible to make a clear decision in favor of one of the models with respect to descriptive adequacy and generality: The three types of models provide excellent fits of the data, with one type of model providing slightly better fits for one set of data and another one being slightly superior with respect to another data set. This remains true if one takes the complexity of models, as measured by the two criteria, and , into account: There is no uniformly superior type of model.
Criteria for Evaluating Models
AIC BIC
With respect to the third criterion, explanatory adequacy, the situation is different, however. Concerning the HTSDT model, three problematic results were found that limit its explanatory adequacy. Two problematic aspects were found with respect to the data of : (a) The best fitting model assumes the absence of conscious recollection for intact pairs in case of strong but not in case of weak pairs, resulting in an implausible ordering of parameters (R > R ); and (b) the means of the familiarity distribution of weak rearranged pairs was greater than that of strong rearranged pairs (µ = µ ). In the Discussion section in Modeling the Data of , I argued that both constellations of parameters may indicate the presence of specific processes that are not incorporated into the model. A third problematic aspect of the HTSDT model was found with respect to Experiment 2 of Yonelinas (1997): The version HTSDT (R = 0), assuming no conscious recollection in case of rearranged pairs, fit the data. This result does not reflect the experimental manipulation, and it is in opposition to the results of the SON as well as the HT-3R model. Kelley and Wixted (2001) N Concerning the SON model, the results indicate that the assumption of that information about association among items constitutes an independent source of familiarity does not hold because for most data sets the standard deviation of the Item + Association distribution was smaller than that of the item-only distribution. In addition, the restricted model variant SON (? = ?), assuming equal variance, fit all data sets that could be adequately fit by the unrestricted SON model. One (possibly) further problematic aspect of the SON model concerns the fact that strength manipulations had no effect on the degree of adjustment of familiarity that was due to associative information; that is, the displacement of the Kelley and Wixted (2001) ass Item + Association distributions was the same for strong and weak pairs. For the HT models that incorporate the assumption that the selection of more than one response category in case of associative information was available, no implausible constellation of parameters was found.
On the basis of the present results, the following conclusions about the mechanisms underlying associative recognition may be drawn: First, conscious recollection, in the sense of explicitly remembering of the study episode-that is, remembering actually having seen a pair-seems to not be of great importance for associative recognition as previously claimed by some authors. This is evidenced by two findings: (a) The bad fits of the HT-1R model for most of the data indicate that conscious recollection is not sufficient for explaining performance in associative recognition, and (b) repeated presentation of items resulted in a decrease in the parameter R , which measures the amount of conscious recollection (recall-to-accept) rather than an increase. This suggests that extreme confidence ratings are, to a great extent, not the effect of conscious recollection, as assumed by the HTSDT model, but result from a shift in familiarity that is due to associative information, as assumed by the SON model and the HT models, allowing for several responses categories. The present claim does not exclude the possibility that a small fraction of pairs is actually recollected. However, because of the impoverished context in which learning takes place, as well as the high similarity of intact and rearranged pairs, the rate of conscious recollection may be rather small. O Second, the results of concerning the difference between strong and weak pairs indicate the existence of an additional process involved in the actual selection of response categories. This additional process consists in the determination of the source of familiarity (i. e. , whether the high, or low, experienced familiarity of a pair is due to item strength or to the associative information). This judgment concerning the source of familiarity may be more difficult for strong than for weak pairs because for the former the level of familiarity is generally higher, thus reducing the relative impact of associative information on determining the familiarity of a pair. Specifically, in case of strong intact pairs, participants may be more uncertain of whether the experienced familiarity of a pair is due to item familiarity or to associative information, whereas in case of strong rearranged pairs, the reduction of familiarity that is due to associative information may be experienced less strongly because of the general high level of familiarity because of item information. As a result, participants may be less confident regarding the source of familiarity for strong rather than for weak pairs.
Kelley and Wixted (2001)
The proposed mechanism can explain two results in conjunction with the SON and HT models: First, the increased variance of the Item + Association distribution in the SON model for strong pairs (cf.
), as well as the superior fits of the HT-3R model compared with the HT-2R model for strong pairs (whereas the reverse was true for weak pairs; cf.
), may be the result of the higher uncertainty for strong pairs with regard to the source of familiarity. Second, the missing effect of the strength of pairs on the size of the shift of the Item + Association distribution for the SON model may be due to the reduced relative impact of associative information for strong pairs. The proposed process can also explain the different shapes of the ROC curves for strong and weak pairs (nearly linear for weak pairs and curvilinear for strong ones), observed by . 
Interpretation of Experimental Results
As noted above, the modeling approach was also used to test hypotheses of the authors ( ; ) concerning the existence of different processes. The following two results were found to be in opposition to previous assertions of the authors: First, the claim of Kelley and Wixted that item and associative information constitute independent additive sources of familiarity was not confirmed; and, second, the assertion of that associative recognition is based solely on conscious recollection has been refuted. 
Conclusion
The present modeling study compared three models of associative recognition: a two-high-threshold signal detection model, a mixture distribution model, and a two-high-threshold model assuming the distribution of responses over several response categories. The three models were similar in their ability to fit the data.
However, the two-high-threshold signal detection model revealed serious deficits with regard to explanatory adequacy in that parameter values did not reflect experimental manipulations. On the basis of these results, the two following mechanisms are assumed to be central for associative recognition: First, the contribution of associative information consists primarily in increasing and decreasing, respectively, the familiarity of a fraction of pairs; and, second, to select an adequate response category, the source of familiarity has to be determined; that is, it has to be judged of whether the high familiarity of pairs is due to item or to associative information. I argue that the latter mechanism not only provides an explanation of the behavior of the mixture model as well as the high-threshold models allowing for several response categories, respectively, but it also offers an account of the different shapes of the ROC curves observed for strong and weak pairs. Although the results reported are quite clear, further work with more complex model selection procedures than and might shed additional light on the models in general.
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Footnotes
1
As noted by Erdfelder and Buchner (1998) , the assumption of (stochastic) independence of the two processes cannot be tested empirically because the contribution of the process of familiarity detection can be evaluated only in case of no conscious recollection.
2
One might argue that, because of the varying size of the data sets from different studies, it might be favorable to use different criteria to keep the probability of rejecting an inadequate model approximately constant. Because of the excellent fits of the models to nearly all the data sets, a varying criterion does not lead to different conclusions. In fact, using p <. 05 as the criterion of rejection would not change the main results. Unfortunately, the original frequency data were not available. The shown results are based on the frequencies reconstructed from the proportions and the total number of observations shown in Table 3 .
